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• A unified conceptual model captures the resource configurations in IoT environments.
• A support recommender system for the recommendation of resource configuration in IoT.
• An incremental method to facilitate the knowledge acquisition.
• An interface converts context information to optimal IoT resource configurations.
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ABSTRACT

Identifying a suitable configuration of devices, software and infrastructures in the context of user requirements is fundamental to the success of delivering IoT applications. As possible configurations could be large in number and not all configurations are valid, a configuration knowledge representation model can provide ready-made configurations based on IoT requirements. Combining such a model within the context of a given user-oriented scenario, it is possible to automate the recommendation of solutions for deployment and long-time evolution of IoT applications. However, in the context of Cloud/Edge technologies, that may themselves exhibit significant configuration possibilities that are also dynamic in nature, a more unified approach is required. We present IoT-CANE (Context Aware recommendationN systEm) as such a unified approach. IoT-CANE embodies a unified conceptual model capturing configuration, constraint and infrastructure features of Cloud/Edge together with IoT devices. The success of IoT-CANE is evaluated through an end-user case study.
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1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the idea of things (devices) that are locatable, readable and recognizable and controllable through using the Internet [16,22,24]. In IoT a number of things and resources (Edge and/or Cloud) combine to provide services that form the basis for many different types of applications that are commonly referred to as smart (e.g., smart healthcare, smart homes, smart buildings, smart manufacturing, smart agriculture, smart traffic). “Smart” is a way of categorizing those applications where users can discover, query and employ different IoT entities on demand in real-time without such entities requiring further human intervention in their development to achieve the desired outcomes. Numerous entities are developed by manufacturers for use within IoT infrastructures. These entities are not only physical, such as sensors and actuators, but also virtual, like social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, MySpace). The heterogeneous large-scale data from such physical and virtual entities (e.g., [9,10,19,28]) raises a challenge of unified resource configuration knowledge representation and high performance data processing [14]. Therefore, we need to incorporate the digital world and physical worlds in IoT ecosystems. In order to allow this level of interoperability, it is important to define the services supplied by these physical and virtual entities in a homogeneous way [23]. More specifically, the requirement of developing a novel and unified conceptual model to represent the knowledge and configuration information of each entity in the IoT field is necessary. However, given the propriety nature of manufacturer platforms coupled with the variety of propriety Cloud/Edge standards this is a challenging problem.
In order to sketch the problem domain from a user’s viewpoint, consider a scenario of a manager creating a smart building application at minimal financial cost. The manager purchases low priced IoT devices from different manufacturers (e.g., temperature sensors, motion sensors, humidity sensors, Raspberry Pi, enabling gateways). We may assume the manager does not have knowledge of Cloud and Edge resource configuration management and deployment. Therefore, the manager needs to find some IoT application solution provider to offer IoT resource configuration management and deployment solutions given the IoT purchases and existing IT infrastructures. However, the majority of IoT application providers offer expensive solutions that predominantly favor existing services within their own service lists which include only IoT devices supported by their software. The ability to combine any IoT device produced by different manufacturers would be difficult as there may well exist propriety Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). This increases the difficulty of service deployment from a single IoT application solution provider as additional development may be required to provide API wrappers for devices outside a provider’s standard IoT solution list. This is a significant problem as there are more than 325 available APIs for IoT programming listed in the ProgrammableWeb website [3]. Programming requirements from such a diverse range of APIs and associated IoT devices brings new challenges in configuration management and deployment of IoT applications resulting in increasing financial cost to the IoT user.

In another scenario, a householder purchases a new smart camera to enhance their smart home application with an intrusion detection service. They would like to connect a camera to their smart home environment by establishing a connection between the camera and a gateway to collect graphical data. Another IoT entity in the smart home application can capture the graphic data and may detect any intrusion via real-time image analysis. The householder may have already implemented the smart home with the help of a professional IoT solution provider firm. Unfortunately, it may not be affordable or practical to seek such help when enhancing the current smart home system with additional new IoT devices to further enhance functionality. Discovering and adding a new device or a new service into an existing IoT application becomes a challenge for the end user, who would probably have little or no knowledge of IoT infrastructures beyond the commercial instructions on the devices themselves. For example, the new data format for the images originating from the newly purchased smart camera may be new for this smart home application and require additional integration technologies and updates to the existing IoT infrastructure. As Smart technology expands we expect many IoT application users will meet diverse problems in IoT resource configuration management and deployment. Furthermore, due to evolving IoT development diversity, the challenge of meeting this problem needs to be managed in a structured way.

To address the challenges of increased diversity and heterogeneity within IoT solution provision we present a unified configuration management and recommendation system that spans IoT device infrastructures and Cloud/Edge resources (IoT-CANE). The core idea in IoT-CANE is to capture the IoT resource configuration knowledge and then to implement a system that can be updated as and when IoT solutions evolve to facilitate increased acquisition of knowledge. IoT-CANE uses transaction procedures and applies SQL-based approaches to enable different IoT resource configuration operation recommendations.

The key contributions of this paper are as follows:

- A unified conceptual model capturing resource configurations in IoT environments including those spanning Edge and Cloud.
- A system utilizing our unified conceptual knowledge configuration resource model to recommend valid and appropriate deployment configurations to users.
- An incremental method to facilitate the knowledge acquisition in an IoT resource configuration knowledge base to ensure relevance of IoT-CANE is maintained to reflect IoT and Cloud/Edge innovations.
- A service pipeline for converting context information captured from user requirements into optimal IoT resource configurations solutions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is presented in Section 2. A detailed description of the conceptual model and system architecture embodied within IoT-CANE is presented in Section 3. Our rule based approach to recommendation techniques employed within IoT-CANE are presented in Section 4 with detailed descriptions of design and implementation presented in Section 5. Evaluation of a use case study is provided in Section 6 with conclusions and future work described in Section 7.

### 2. Related work

In this section we consider configuration management, conceptual models, and configuration recommendation systems suitable for IoT application deployment across IoT and Cloud/Edge computing. We highlight how research challenges have generated significant work in the different areas of IoT and Cloud/Edge computing, but gaps in requirements still suggest a strong case for our work on IoT-CANE.

#### 2.1. Multi-layer resources configuration management issues in IoT

The recent trend in composing Cloud applications is driven by connecting heterogeneous services deployed across multiple datacenters [6,25]. Such a distributed deployment aids in improving IoT application reliability and performance within Cloud/Edge computing environments. Ensuring high levels of dependability for IoT data transformation tasks composed by a multitude of systems is a considerable issue to tackle from a deployment perspective. In an IoT environment a significant technical challenge is presented when several small services adopted by smart devices and Edge/Cloud infrastructures need to be aggregated in order to produce a new service [12]. However, this service composition problem is only a subset of a number of IoT resource configuration management challenges because configuration management issues for example are also considered in the reusability and optimization perspective within Cloud/Edge infrastructures. Different frameworks for describing and deploying Cloud/Edge resources are proposed in academia and industry. Multiple Cloud providers such as CA AppLogic [2] and AWS OpsWorks [4] allow description and deployment of a complete Cloud application stack. They offer resource representations that are specific to a particular provider. In Edge computing, Docker [5] provides deployment and configuration management solutions for Edge devices based on container techniques [17]. However, when it comes to IoT, in addition to the Cloud and Edge layers, IoT resource configuration management should also consider the physical devices which are deployed widely in most IoT applications. In IoT, all resources from multiple layers need to be considered in a single application which leads to greater complication in ensuring that configurations of IoT device infrastructures coupled with those of propriety Cloud/Edge deployments are correct.
2.2. Conceptual models in IoT

The Semantic Sensor Networks ontology presents a high-level conceptual model to describe physical devices, their capabilities and the associated properties in the semantic sensor networks within IoT [1]. Authors in [13] provide a description of IoT applications and a data model capturing the relationships across various data providers. They also illustrate how models can be associated with each other and to different application domains. The IoT-A project describes services, entities and resources as basic concepts in IoT [8]. IoT services reveal functionality of a resource hosted on a device offering physical access to an entity, which in turn represents the direct interaction of users with software agents. The approach in [29] presents a design of a complete and lightweight semantic description model for knowledge representation in the IoT field. Widely applied rules in knowledge engineering and ontology modeling are considered in their design. However, their model only considers the physical world of the IoT domain and does not consider Cloud/Edge components, which are important in unifying knowledge representation of IoT applications to ease deployment. This is especially true when considering a complete view of configuration possibilities across an application.

2.3. Context-aware recommender systems

The notion of context awareness for the support of service selection and deployment has matured from its initial proposal in [27]. Today, there are different types of contextual information, which are mainly categorized into three classes: physical context, user context, and appliance context. Such classification is based on an adopted perspective (user or application). In addition, the meaning of context is highly dependent on the area domain and structure of the considered application. This has prompted a search for meaningful definitions of the term concept in a variety of application domains. Possible interpretations for applications similar to e-commerce are provided in [11]. Location is a common contextual piece of information, however, it does not necessarily represent the users' geographic location. For example, geographic location awareness is a key issue in ensuring origin of streamed data for on-demand viewing adheres to appropriate copyright laws in a given country (recommending only valid content). In another example, social tag-based joint filtering given in the context of smart TV applications [21] is a context-aware approach where the information of both user and device contexts are considered. In this case, the recommendations are calculated only using users' preferences and the recommendations are re-ranked appropriately. In [30], the authors present a framework to provide declarative context driven knowledge recommendations for federated Cloud resource configuration. In this framework, a recommendation of configuration knowledge of entities based on a given context is provided. In [31], the authors propose an ontology-based infrastructure selection system based on real-time QoS requirements and utilize analytic hierarchy process methods to facilitate multi-criteria decision making for recommendations. Although these frameworks have reached significant reach in terms of real-world deployment and usage, they are limited to Cloud computing and do not address the additional requirements of IoT applications in terms of devices themselves nor their supporting infrastructures.

2.4. Discussion

There is no doubt that significant maturity is demonstrated in the literature for developing solutions to ontology and associated classification concepts, configuration models, and configuration recommendation to ensure suitable evolutionary updating of software/hardware. However, the lack of such approaches that span the Cloud/Edge and IoT spectrum of solutions is clear. This has driven our research that has resulted in IoT-CANE. Our contribution in consideration of the work of others is summarized in the comparison Table 1.

3. Conceptual model and system architecture

In this section we present our approach to Cloud/Edge unified with IoT infrastructure configuration determination and recommendation; the IoT-CANE system architecture.

3.1. Conceptual model

An IoT framework can take advantage of various models which provide different concepts and abstractions for the components and their respective attributes. The main concepts and abstractions underlying a generalized IoT infrastructure and associated relationships are presented in this section. A primary focus of our research is the representation of unified knowledge for IoT resource configuration. A unified hierarchical representation data-model is presented using entity-relationship modeling (ER model), shown in Fig. 1. The physical resources part of our model is based on the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) Ontology [1]. The SSN ontology is an ontology which depicts various sensors and their observations, related procedures, features of interest, observed attributes, and actuators. The design follows a two-dimensional modularization by implementing a lightweight, but self-contained, core ontology called SOSA (Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator) for its primary classes and attributes. In the SSN ontology, sensors and related concepts are described without domain concepts (e.g., time, locations). In our conceptual model, we are required to consider these domain concepts because our model must consider suitability of the application context to achieve a unified approach for configuration recommendation. Moreover, Cloud/Edge resources are considered in addition to complete the conceptual infrastructure model for IoT as these resources are also configurable and describable and provide a holistic solution satisfying all IoT application configuration requirements.

In Fig. 1, the widget labeled resources consists of the three main entities described as physical resources, Edge resources, and Cloud resources. These three entities represent the abstraction of physical devices (e.g., sensors, actuators), Edge devices (e.g., gateways, routers) and Cloud infrastructures (e.g., Datacenters, servers). In general, service and resource represent the main concepts in IoT applications. Any IoT service must access IoT resources in order to satisfy user requirements. Physical resources are used to capture physical data from sensors and process commands on actuators; Edge resources and Cloud resources conduct all related processing in IoT applications. We now discuss these entities in detail.

- service: the service entity represents the domain information of IoT applications, each providing an organized and standardized interface that offers all the necessary functionality provisioning interaction. As such, a service exposes functionality via the way resources may be accessed. The service entity consists of a service profile, service grounding, and service model subclasses. The type of service can be categorized via Web Ontology Language for Service (OWL-S), Unified Service Description Language (USDL), Web Service Modeling Language (WSML), Web Application Description Language (WADL), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). A service profile describes the semantic description and
Table 1
Comparison of related work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Related work</th>
<th>IoT-CANE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IoT device conceptual model</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC, CDC conceptual model</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT ontology modeling</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge recommendation</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incremental knowledge base</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. The conceptual model of IoT resources widgets.

textual information of a service. Attributes for service interaction and access such as endpoint addresses, input and outputs are provided by the service grounding with the service model depicting the operations and outcomes belonging to a service.

- **resource**: describes available resources across physical device and Cloud/Edge resources, containing identification information regarding each resource (e.g., name, type, access interface, description).
- **physical resource**: describes the attributes of sensors and actuators including their type, location name, latitude, longitude, and availability. The type of sensors and actuators are abstracted into the three categories of physical (e.g., temperature sensor), virtual (e.g., Facebook), and smart (e.g., smart camera). The smart here indicates the physical resource which has the computational capacity to be programmed, enabling actions exhibiting a degree of awareness and autonomy.
- **operating range**: indicates the conditions a sensor/actuator is expected to operate within and contains such information as resolution, response time, measurement range, precision, latency and accuracy.
- **deployment**: describes the deployment of sensor/actuator for a defined purpose. For instance, a motion sensor can be deployed in the corner of a room to detect entry.
- **observed**: indicates a sensor/actuator that is observed in a particular method allowing the linking of sensor/actuator to feature of interest and consists of accuracy, observation, observed result, result time and sampling expectation.
- **feature of interest**: describes an object associated with a sensor/actuator and associated observation. For example, when you measure the depth of a river then 50 m may be the observation result and the river is the feature of interest.
- **Edge resource**: indicates the resources deploying in the Edge to leverage computational capacity to improve such items as latency, privacy and security. May describe many attributes including performance, location name, availability, resource type, and attached IoT device to enable sending captured data to actuator.
- **Cloud resource**: describes the Cloud infrastructure deployed in a Cloud service provider. This may include performance, location name, geo-location, availability and associated edge devices of a variety of cloud resources such as virtual machine, container, storage. Both Edge resource and Cloud resource have sub-classes compute, network and storage to enable categorization of descriptions.
- **compute**: depicts the computational capacity of each Cloud/Edge resources. Hypervisor, CPU number, CPU cores, RAM, and operating system are the main attributes of the compute class. In an IoT application, resource availability may influence the decision of resource configuration selection. For example, if deploying a Hadoop cluster to process large volume data in a high performance virtual machine may be a better choice than choosing a limited computational device such as a raspberry pi.
- **network**: describes the network connections between entities, such as those between Cloud/Edge components as well as the data transformation from sensor to Edge. May include attributes such as response time, network bandwidth, up-link bandwidth, down-link bandwidth, and latency. Manages all entity communications and data transformation tasks which relate to the functionality of stability and fault-tolerance.
- **storage**: provides the storage capacity of Cloud/Edge resources and consists of storage capability, storage type, storage bandwidth and associated performance metrics.

These attributes maintain the functional configuration properties of resources proposed within an IoT application. Based on these properties the deployment and configuration of an IoT application can be eased.

To understand our approach more clearly, we present a partial description for a smart building scenario using Table 2 to identify the component descriptions. Smart buildings that provide managed energy efficiency, ease of accessibility, and automated security is a popular demonstrator for IoT and therefore should be readily understandable in the context of IoT-CANE. A particularly important aspect of such a demonstrator is video surveillance and human behavior analysis in a scene [7,20,32]. Such
Table 2
Partial infrastructure components description and instance of smart building in IoT data model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Instance in smart building</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>hasName</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of the resource</td>
<td>Smart temperature sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>resourceType</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Resource type, such as physical resource, edge resource and cloud resource</td>
<td>Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>accessInterface</td>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>Interface type, such as REST, SOAP and XML-RPC</td>
<td>RESTful API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hasDescription</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Description of the resource</td>
<td>Intelligently measure the temperature of the specific area Smart temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hasTag</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Any tags of the resource</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>actuatorType</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Actuator type, can be physical (locker), virtual (social media) and smart</td>
<td>Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>locationName</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Geographical area in which the resource is located</td>
<td>Newcastle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latitude</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Latitude of the actuator</td>
<td>54.9783 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longitude</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Longitude of the actuator</td>
<td>1.6178 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>Actuator availability</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>sensorType</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Sensor type, such as physical (temperature), virtual (social media) and smart</td>
<td>Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>locationName</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Geographical area in which the resource is located</td>
<td>Newcastle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latitude</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Latitude of the sensor</td>
<td>54.9783 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longitude</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Longitude of the sensor</td>
<td>1.6178 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>Sensor availability</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 System architecture

Our approach automates a configuration knowledge artifact (CKA) suggestion based on user requirements within IoT resource configuration management during such activities as deployment and parameter modification. As shown in Fig. 2, recommended suggestions are generated based on a users' context information. This context information represents an individualized IoT data transformation task or an IoT service requirement. Four context information categories (service category, data source, programming model and deployment node) are chosen to model user context information of a particular IoT application in various deployment environments. “Service category” provides the classification of IoT services which can be reused in multiple IoT applications. For example, sensing can be a common IoT service category adopted in different scenarios, such as smart homes (temperature sensing) and smart traffic (motion sensing). “Data source” indicates the origins of the data which can be physical (e.g., sensors) and virtual (e.g., social media). “Programming model” refers to the logical execution processes and data management approaches of a user’s IoT application, such as stream processing and batch processing. “Deployment node” represents the deployment place (such as mobile phone or cloud datacenter) of the specific service or data transformation task.

All the necessary instructions and information required to satisfy the context description for resource configuration of Cloud/Edge are included in a recommended configuration knowledge representation (CKR). Recommendations can be derived via CKAs (e.g., bundled virtual appliances and runnable deployment texts) using information from similar past contexts. Recommended CKAs can be accepted unchanged or modified according to user requirements. Users may generate a new CKA if they refuse a recommendation (under administrative guidance). After any new CKA defined by the user, the system converts these new modifications into recommendation rules and saves them to ensure availability for future recommendations. Meanwhile, recommended CKAs are input into a Docker deployment engine to provide detailed configurations. The detailed description of IoT-CANE will be presented in Section 5.

4. Recommendation system technique

IoT-CANE adopts a rule-based method to generate context-aware configuration recommendations. Ripple Down Rules are employed to facilitate knowledge acquisition. Detailed techniques are discussed in the section given below.

4.1 Recommendation rule

In IoT-CANE an IoT resource configuration knowledge base (CKB) is maintained to store contextual information regarding CKRs and CKAs. An association is maintained between the items
in the CKB by the recommendation rules as shown in Fig. 3. Recommendations include two components, named contexts and conclusions.

**Contexts.** The left-hand side of the ER diagram contains the context information maintaining “contexts” data of the intended service category (e.g., temperature sensing, motion sensing), data source (e.g., physical sensors, social media APIs), programming model (e.g., streaming process, batch process, SQL, NoSQL) and deployment node (e.g., Edge node, Cloud node). The CKB is intended to capture metadata and common information about classes having comparable application and resource requirements. Shared context knowledge is allowed to be customized and reused by IoT users. Coordinating contexts with the CKR can split these representations on the basis of satisfying services effectively.

**Conclusions.** The components that form the conclusion of the generated recommendation rule are represented on the right-hand side of the ER diagram. CKR is suggested by the generated recommendation rules. The CKR can be deployed by the user via a defined configuration deployment engine such as Docker. Sometimes, users may be required to submit knowledge representations to particular deployment engines and create some CKAs. For example, generating an appropriate image using knowledge representation allowing the user to upload the image to Docker for deploying onto Cloud/Edge services. The deployed resources configuration can be managed by users at any time.

4.2. Single conclusion ripple down rules

To model heterogeneous IoT resource configurations and to facilitate adequate reuse of existing CKRs, we employ the commonly used knowledge acquisition and maintenance approach of Ripple Down Rules (RDR) [15]. RDR are a form of knowledge acquisition technique that extract knowledge from human experts by grounding that knowledge in terms of the context in which the expert applies or uses that knowledge. In the RDR framework, the knowledge of experts is acquired in order to increase the domain knowledge base. The decision to choose RDR enables the reusability of the existing CKRs and CKAs. This also enriches the CKB by creating and attaching new rules for later use. Many domains (e.g., database cleansing, UI artifact reuse, NLP) have successfully implemented the RDR technique. For example, in [30], the authors adopted RDR as knowledge acquisition approach to increase configuration knowledge in Cloud domain. However, this work cannot cover the resource heterogeneity in IoT field. Based on our knowledge, RDR has not been yet adopted in the IoT resource configuration representation field.

Single conclusion RDR, multiple classification RDR and collaborative RDR are the common variations of RDR available [18]. IoT-CANE utilizes a single conclusion RDR technique that considers only one conclusion for given contextual information (to ensure no ambiguity).

5. Design and implementation

In this section, we present the overall system design including the system workflow and the recommendation rule tree of IoT-CANE.

5.1. System design

**Fig. 4** depicts a state transition diagram of IoT-CANE which includes various states from start to finish. A design condition must be accomplished before moving the system from one state to another state in the direction of the arrow.

In order to get the appropriate recommendations of resource configuration we employ knowledge from our conceptual model to specify each property in diverse IoT resources (physical resources, Edge resources and Cloud resources). Each property will be set in the config editor module of IoT-CANE based on expert experience (derived from experts in the domain of interest) to make sure these configurations are appropriate. These configurations are stored in the config database (DB). To ensure relevance in dynamic IoT environments, these configurations can be optimized and matured based on user feedback when using IoT-CANE. However, only an administrator can operate the config DB and associated rules governing configuration possibilities to ensure correctness, stability and consistency. Such operations can be adding rule combinations; deleting rule combinations; modifying rule combinations; changing association between rules.

Because each resource configuration combines a large set of attributes, IoT-CANE assumes responsibility for the choices associated to attributes to compensate for lack of user knowledge. The aim is to avoid user confusion via the use of context information categories (service; data source; programming model; deployment node). These categories abstract the resource configurations in the IoT applications to ease the burden on the user:
• **Service Category**: for each IoT application, we abstract a list of services to indicate the currently available services in the specific IoT application. This list may be updated based on both experts’ experience and users’ feedback. The demand of Cloud/Edge resources in diverse IoT applications is significantly different, that is why the choice of service category has the most significant influence over the CKR, and the reason why this is the first, primary, context information category.

• **Data Source**: identifies where original raw data comes from. These can be geographically distributed and the raw data can be type non-sensitive. For example, a smart building application could have the same temperature sensors deployed on different floors. A temperature sensor which captures temperature measurements, and a camera which captures image data can be considered different types of raw data. Different CKRs will be recommended for each situation concerning varying different types of data sources and distributed geographical data sources.

• **Programming Model**: widely used execution approaches include: stream (e.g., Kafka Streams), batch (e.g., Hadoop), SQL (e.g., MySQL), NoSQL (e.g., MongoDB). For each programming model, the recommended CKRs should be different to ensure alignment of available properties exhibited by each model in the context of user requirements. For example, the streaming process may require a higher rate of service availability and greater bandwidth of network than batch processing as streaming may require rolling window approaches for uninterrupted flows.

• **Deployment Node**: depicts the physical or virtual node available for deployment. In IoT applications, such deployment nodes can be categorized into Cloud and Edge. However, these categories can be specified in a more detailed manner including gateway, raspberry pi, mobile phone, for the Edge and platform (e.g., Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure) for the Cloud. The CKRs for Edge nodes and Cloud nodes are significantly different due to their inherent configuration possibilities. For example, the configuration in a gateway may include DNS and ipv4 address settings, but these configurations are not available in Amazon EC2. In addition, differences across instance types within the two categories may also be different. For example, Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure still present different configuration possibilities.

After capturing this context information, a relatively unique CKR can be recommended from IoT-CANE to cover a user’s requirement to enable suitable IoT application deployment.

### 5.2. System workflow

Fig. 5 shows the system workflow of IoT-CANE. First, the graphical user interface (GUI) initializes by retrieving the IoT application set from the rule DB. This is followed by indication of choice with respect to IoT application available, followed by a get method issued to the rule DB to get the context information for updating context options presented to the user. The user will specify a context including service category (sc), data source (ds), programming model (pm) and deployment node (dn). This is then sent to the SQL query module to allow the construction of an SQL query to run in the rule DB in order to index appropriate rules required by the user to fulfill their IoT application requirements. In the worst case nothing is returned. This would raise an error message with context information responsible for the error sent...
to the rule editor module. After intervention to ensure a new rule set can be generated based on the context information of concern, a transfer to the rule DB occurs to ensure a suitable updating of the index. An SQL query is then composed based on the returned rule set in order to search relevant IoT resource configurations. An error message including the chosen rule may be sent to the config editor module in the worst case scenario if, again, user requirements may not be satisfied. Given this eventuality, a specific IoT resource configuration set associated with the sent rule will be generated based on the administrator’s experience and expertise together with the given context information for future association. After generation, the config DB module will receive the new resource configuration and an update operation will run automatically. This result will be displayed on the GUI and the user is prompted to evaluate the returned resource configuration.

The request for resource configuration representation recommendation in IoT-CANE is expressed as SQL queries. Now we explain the steps which are executed for resolving a resource configuration representation recommendation request.

- System combines user’s input context information to a temporary SQL query;
- The temporary SQL query will be executed in the recommendation rule database to produce a possible result;
- Based on the result, a map of the result to the configuration representation database together with rule number is shown in the GUI;
- Depending on user satisfaction, a new rule and configuration representation will be adopted in the respective database after any required administrative updates.

We now use the smart home example to further the descriptions of IoT-CANE in a real-world context.

A householder purchases a new smart camera to deploy an intrusion detection service in their smart home application. They may not understand the options regarding the addition of the new smart camera within the smart home application in terms of reconfiguration of existing IoT components: which configurations will change and how to change them? IoT-CANE would allow the householder to input the necessary contextual information under a degree of guidance. In this case, they need to choose ‘IoT application’ as ‘Smart Home’, ‘Service Category’ as ‘Intrusion Detection’, ‘Data Source’ as ‘smart camera’, ‘Programming Model’ as ‘Streaming’ and ‘Deployment Node’ as ‘Gateway’ respectively. IoT-CANE may then combine selected contextual information to a temporary SQL query for execution in the CKB. If there is an existing combination of contextual information in the CKB that matches those selected then the CKR of an intrusion detection service deployed with the appropriate smart camera gateway will be displayed. However, two unexpected situations can impact these results. The householder may not be satisfied with the provided CKR, which means the feedback from user is “not satisfied”. This situation will be met differently depending on a number of factors (e.g., householder has own knowledge with regards to appropriate CKR and knows exactly what they need; homeowner is not skilled in IoT CKR and cannot deploy their application based on the provided CKR, CKR does not satisfy their requirements). Another situation is the temporary SQL query cannot acquire the corresponding result (there is no associated CKR to the request provided, as encoded into the SQL query by the householder). Within this situation, the system will go to another layer to process the SQL request: the administrator may add additional information for the new rule in the CKB with provided contextual information in the rule editor module. This will require adding a corresponding CKR using the administrators expertise and experience in the config editor module. After updating the CKB, the householder can review the returned resource configuration set formulated in JSON format on the IoT-CANE GUI. The example CKR in this scenario is shown in Fig. 6.

After the CKR is recommended by IoT-CANE, other resource orchestration engines may be considered to enforce the desired IoT configuration (particularly in the Cloud/Edge domain where such work is mature) to optimize the performance or cost in the IoT application. A set of deployment methods (e.g., Docker deployment) can be adopted using the recommended CKR.

5.3 Recommendation rule tree

In IoT-CANE a tree architecture is used to organize connections across recommendation rules. Fig. 7 depicts the tree representation of the recommendation rules in a CKB. A default conclusion
labeled “unknown” is contained in Rule A0. This conclusion is suggested when there is no specified input context; meaning that the service category, data source and other information are not provided in the input context. There are two possibilities available within the structure consisting of “if not” (false) branches and “except” (true) branches to choose from. When IoT-CANE receives a new user context the system parses the rule tree starting from root by checking the node is “if not” or “except”, by comparing with the recommendation rules. This step is repeated until the branch search is exhausted. The final conclusion received from the last “except” node will be provided to a user. A similar procedure is performed for each parameter (such as service category, data source, programming model and deployment node) to ensure a tailored result of sufficient detail to satisfy configuration deployment requirements.

Let us consider an example of an administrator that is required to model an IoT resource configuration for a temperature controlling application as an Edge deployment. We assume that the CKB does not have this service definition in any available IoT application. We assume, therefore, there is no Rule A2 in Fig. 7. A query is generated for CKB to find a CKR that is related with service category “temperature sensing” and deployment node “Edge node” (Rule A1). But there is no expert rule available from Rule A1. Therefore, the administrator verifies the CKR linked with Rule A1 and confirms if this CKR is satisfactory for deploying a temperature controlling application. The administrator adds one expert Rule A2 beneath Rule A1 and refers to the modified CKR as the result of Rule A2.

Summarizing, IoT-CANE allows users to focus on the specific infrastructure requirements from the application requirements without requiring users to have knowledge of the technical complexity of multiple IoT resource configuration solutions.

5.4. Computational complexity

In this section we discuss the computational complexity of the proposed system logic. The model parameters are discussed in detail in Table 3. For the worst case scenario, our proposed system
logic considers all the possible combinations (full CROSS JOIN). For the querying process, the upper bound complexity is given in Eq. (1):

\[
O_{\text{query}}(sc_n \times ds_m \times pm_o \times dn_p) \quad (1)
\]

As the equation shows, if we assume the number of rows of each table is the same \((sc_n = ds_m = pm_o = dn_p)\), then the total number of options of our approach are exponential growth \(O(sc_n^4)\) based on the numbers of tables [26]. However, modern databases can use different techniques to reduce the computational complexity. For example, HASH JOIN and MERGE JOIN are widely used to reduce the computational complexity. They are \(O(M + N)\) and \(O(N \times \log(N) + M \times \log(M))\) respectively. In our case, they are \(O(sc_n + ds_m + pm_o + dn_p)\) and \(O(sc_n \times \log(sc_n) + ds_m \times \log(ds_m) + pm_o \times \log(pm_o) + dn_p \times \log(dn_p))\).

6. User evaluation

In this section, we present the experimental setup and user evaluation for IoT-CANE.

6.1. Experiment setup

We host IoT-CANE on a local machine with 64bit Mac OS X operating system. The machine has the following hardware configuration: Processor (2.4 GHz Intel Core i5); Memory (8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3); Graphics (Intel Iris 1536 MB); Storage (256 GB SSD). We use MySQL database for our data management requirements.

6.2. User evaluation

In order to evaluate IoT-CANE we utilize a use case study to investigate performance and acceptance. Ten participants were involved in the experiment. All participants are Ph.D. students working in the Cloud Computing and Internet of Things area at Newcastle University. All of them have experience of deployment and configuration management in Cloud infrastructure and Edge devices. None of them had experience of using an automated IoT resource configuration selection tool.

After using IoT-CANE the subjects were asked to complete a questionnaire. Nine questions are used to evaluate user experience and opinion. The questions are listed below. A selection of the results is shown in Fig. 8.

- How satisfied are you with this system’s ease of use?
- How often does our system freeze or crash?
- To what extent do you think that the recommendations are reasonable?
- To what extent does the recommendation system cover your requirements?
- To what extent do you think you can effectively complete your work using this system?
- Do you agree or disagree that the interface of this system is pleasant?
- How likely is it that you would recommend this software to a friend or group member?
- Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with our recommendations?
- How can we improve our system?

As shown in Fig. 8, most of the participants were satisfied with IoT-CANE in the following ways: ease of use; reasonable recommendations; pleasant user interface. Based on feedback we may conclude, in the most part, that the conceptual model covers the majority of resource configuration knowledge requirements in IoT and IoT-CANE may provide reasonable recommendations to IoT application users. However, not all of the participants were satisfied completely. The final question in the survey asked the participants to give some suggestions to improve our system. Their suggestions can be categorized as follows:

- They wanted new features, such as automatic deployment;
- They suggested that the user interface could be more descriptive and user friendly;
- They suggested that the system could provide multiple choices of the configurations to handle more scenarios.

Based on their suggestions, our IoT-CANE needs to be improved in two ways: (1) provide a new service which converts JSON format configuration files into Docker-readable configuration files (e.g., YAML format); (2) provide an automatic deployment service based on popular container techniques.

7. Conclusion and future work

In this paper we present a unified solution to the pressing problem of delivering appropriate IoT solutions in the increasingly complex world of cloud/edge/IoT environments. Today’s IoT developers are required to provide gateway technologies across a variety of device manufacturers spanning numerous data analysis techniques supported on distinct Cloud/Edge providers. This is a complex and significant task and provides a large number of ways IoT applications may be configured, deployed and evolved. Considering that today’s IoT supporting system infrastructures are dynamic and consistently evolving, the options for determining optimal Cloud/Edge/IoT configurations that satisfy requirements are not straightforward.

In this paper our IoT-CANE solution presents an end-to-end pipeline for classifying, configuring and recommending appropriate solutions in this most complex of environments. Our solution spans IoT device ontology in addition to conceptual models inclusive of Cloud/Edge technologies together with recommender services and an administrative approach to evolving IoT-CANE to ensure continued validity in dynamically changing infrastructures. Furthermore, our approach is based on well-known concepts and languages, making it easily accessible for developers and increasing its applicability in today’s environments. We utilize a Ripple Down Rules (RDR) approach for the first time to recommender-based issues within IoT with a single conclusion/classification setting. This not only removes ambiguity, but also affords a well known structured approach to identifying shortcomings in configuration possibilities (allowing administrative updates) while allowing system evolution under expert guidance.

We present a user/developer case study to validate our approach. We show that our main goals are achieved in the context of recommending appropriate solutions and evolving such solutions. In addition, we gain insights into the updates necessary to provision a more accessible solution for end-users.

Our future work will focus on automation of deployment in the context of recommendation systems, bridging the current
gap between advice and real-world development. In addition, we will consider a more accessible interface and online deployment utilizing data analysis to provide a learned approach from the patterns of usage given IoT requirements to ensure greater efficiency and flexibility in our approach.
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